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Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine 
Care for the Client Experiencing Cancer 

With thanks to Kate Zehnter, Nicole Savoie, Chensun Mills, Judith Martin, Suzanne Zeman, Barbara 

Musser, and all the wonderful practitioners and clients who have either experienced a cancer diagnosis 
or worked with a client fighting hard to reclaim their own beautiful life. 

 

Upon medical diagnosis of cancer you can begin treating your client with the following 

pieces. If possible, try to do them before they are admitted to the hospital for surgery, 

began radiation treatments, or start to receive chemotherapy.  

 

But if they come to you later in the process start with them where they are! Dowsing for 

procedure or clearing need is less important than preparing the HES for more 

aggressive care and profound intervention. Doing these pieces will get them ready for 

that. It will also bump the structure up into a recovery mode out of the cancer process.  

 

As caregivers and practitioners we don’t always win the war against cancer right away- 

but we can win one battle at a time and slowly but surely march forward to a greater 

result. A longer life with more freedom and a happier experience, less pain and a 

greater feeling of control over the disease process.  

 

Following this  will strengthen the structure enough to receive deeper work. This  3-4 

session approach is designed for people diagnosed with any stage cancer who are in or 

entering acute care. Add the piece: Venting Trauma and Pain as needed. Obviously, 

you may want to add other pieces as you progress but this combination has been tried 

and tested. Please let me know how you do treating your clients with cancer.  

 

Cancer Scanning  

(SAEM MRI) ONLY Assessment- NOT GENERAL SHARING 

1. Make a  big and dense Thought Form- 
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2. Put on Haz Mat Gear including gloves 

3. Extend your light fingers and rake them through the Thought Form looking for: 

o Cancer loose in the body 

o Cancer Tumors 

o Uncontained Cancer 

o Cancer “in situ” (primarily breast cancer) 

o Fluid Cancer- in the blood like leukemia/  in the lymph like Lymphoma 

o Skeletal Cancer 

o Cancer potential- can be anywhere in the body 

“Carcinoma in situ refers to cancer in which abnormal cells have not spread beyond where they first 

formed. The words “in situ” mean “in its original place.” These in situ cells are not malignant, or 

cancerous. However, they can sometime become cancerous and spread to other nearby locations.” 

From Google. 

 

Aggressive SAEM Cancer Program- 3-4 Sessions 

These can be scheduled every 4-5 days if you need to condense them or once a week 

to really kick off an Aggressive Cancer Program. This is often the ramp up to a surgery 

or chemo or at the first diagnosis.   

Session 1 

• Basic Clearings of organs, skeletal structure, tissue, or systems affected by 

cancer 

• Basic Clearing of the Layers 

• Basic Clearing of the BOL 

• Venting Trauma and Pain- if needed 

• Signature Removals: Shock of diagnosis, Anger about cancer, Fear of the 

Unknown, Specific Cancer 

• Shrink Tumor (if you are dealing with a tumor) 

• Substructure rebuild 
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• Expand the Template 

• Correcting Imbalance with Specific Energies 

Session 2 

• Basic Clearings of areas affected by cancer again (per Session 1) 

• Basic Clearing of the Template 

• HEMF Rebuild 

• Begin Golden Rain & Power Pak 

• Venting Trauma and Pain- if needed 

• Signature Removals: ( check for LKS or LS): If already being treated: Drug 

(chemo) attunement/ remove excess, radiation attunement/ remove excess, 

Specific Cancer, Fear of Family & Friends, Identification w/ Diagnosis, Anger 

About Betrayal of the Body 

• Shrink Tumor (if dealing with tumors) 

• Karmic Wound related to this physical condition 

• Correcting Imbalance with Specific Energies  

Session 3 

• Basic Clearing of the BES 

• Basic Clearing of the Elimination System 

•  Venting Trauma and Pain- if needed  

• Signature Removals: ( check for LKS or LS): If already being treated: Drug 

(chemo) attunement/ remove excess, radiation attunement as needed, 

Frustration, Genetic Malfunction, DDT, Round-Up (used in flour production in the 

US) and GMOs 

• Shrink Tumor (if dealing with tumors)   

• Activating the Resonating Chambers 

• Refreshing the HES- HUBS (do half) 

• Correcting Imbalance with Specific Energies  

Session 4 
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• Basic Clearing of the Harmonizing Network 

• Venting Trauma and Pain- if needed 

• Signature Removals: ( check for LKS or LS): If already being treated: Drug 

(chemo) attunement/ remove excess, radiation attunement as needed, Cellular 

Disfunction, Inflammation & Immune Disfunction  

• Shrink Tumor (if dealing with tumors) 

• R&R Elimination Vertical Wheels  

• Refreshing the HES- HUBS (do the other half) 

• Correcting Imbalance with Specific Energies 

 

Non Acute Care  

Do all the clearing pieces listed above and combine them with: 

• Various Life Patterns 

• Multiple Karmic Wounds  

• Multiple LKS 

• Applicable SPC 

• 3 part Template Wound 

• Signatures & LS 

• Shrink Tumor (if dealing with tumors) 

• Venting Trauma and Pain- if needed 

 

Treating A Client in the Hospital 

Vent Trauma and Pain- Acute and Emergent Care ONLY 

To be used as a long term generator- this is for acute pain- surgical recovery or cancer 

pain 

1. Determine where the pain is being experienced and where the trauma was 

endured. 

2. Set up a Thought Form with an extra-double strong ULL generator box 
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3. Charge the box with Releasing Trauma 

4. Connect the client to the Thought Form by setting the conduit. 

5. Set a Trauma Vent on the worst side of the physical body, where the pain is most 

felt or where surgery has occurred. 

6. Set a Pain Vent on the opposite side of the body. 

7. These 2 Vents will release at the same time and can be in place at this time. 

Clients confronting hospitalization can be treated as acute and emergent. This is 

not something you should ever do with a normal client or even with a sick client.  

This is aggressive treating. 

8. Set another generator with Universal Love and Light, Structural Integrity (grey silver 

blueish) 

 

Creating a Containment Field for Hospitalization 

• Triple Box your client to protect them- Use 3 Sticky Boxes- 

• Place the Long Term Super Generator inside the inner most sticky box-  

• Check your client’s numbers regularly-- if you need to remove the inner box- do 

so-- allowing Long Term Super Generators to remain in the boxes as you replace 

the inner with a new outer 

• In this order- from inside to outside in your inner Sticky Box: ULL/ Attitude of the 

Strength AAM/ Golden Rain/ Power Pak/ Solar Radiation/  Long Term Super 

Generators- all these are inside the Sticky Box and will remain as the inner box is 

removed and they transfer into the 2nd box while you replace that 1st box with 

another outer most Sticky Box- keeping the number at 3. 

• Strengthen the Soul Layer with ULL and fill the HES with ULL 

• Strengthen the Containing Membrane w/ the Attitude of the Strength of AAM. 

• Do- Golden Rain and Power Pak for them daily add Solar Radiation weekly 

 

Reproductive Warrior Cancers 
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This is not something I am putting out to you as a prescriptive or even as a suggestion 

to be shared with a client suffering from a Reproductive Cancer. It may not be helpful to 

everyone. This is more for you to know what has come to me as I have dealt with many 

of these types of cancers in the last several years. 

 

The occurrence of these specific cancers are part of a courageous commitment of the 

some souls made before entering this life. In the soul meeting with the Council of Elders 

before incarnating, an agreement is made to help the Earth deal with the tremendous 

poisonous pollution that we have suffered from chemical use since the 1916 World War. 

 

These Warrior Cancers are always reproductive. They affect the sexual organs, the 

reproductive glands, and are suffered by both men and women. Absorbing this kind of 

toxicity is a Karmic agreement made with the Human Species. These Warriors are 

bravely suffering reproductive cancers (and other related cancers)  that begin 

developing early in their life at the sub atomic and cellular level. Usually this process 

begins before age 7 but they can also have an infantile beginning point starting to 

develop in the uterus while their body is forming.  

 

These chemical toxins such as glycosaphate (Round Up), DDT, more recently severe 

lead pipe poison, and other terrible toxins and poisons are taken into forming bodies, 

brains, and organ to process and clean. It is amazing how well the human body can 

develop and also incorporate toxins only suffering the development of a reproductive 

cancer as a consequence. Most of these cancers will show up later in life and will 

usually not be apparent until at least age 30.  

 

When a species is in trouble the first thing that happens is they foul their own nest- then 

they eat or kill their young. This is the result of severe imbalance and a reactive 

destructive impulse to destroy what is no longer healthy and in harmony with life and 

creation. These Reproductive Warrior Cancers are the way our species is willingly 
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fouling our own nest and killing our young to signal the deep imbalance we are suffering 

and the incredible danger the human race is experiencing today.   

 

Discovering Reproductive Cancer Warriors and looking at the gift they represent to our 

entire species calls forth hope and can be the beginning of a joyous reclamation of the 

full health of the soul, the Sacred Anatomy and the bio layer.  

 

Removing Cancer 

1. Check what percentage the cancer is presenting as- it will be low. This is called 

the Cancer Value. This has no import or relationship to anything except to track 

the removal of the cancer.  

2. Put on Ultra Haz Mat  and make sure the client is in 3 Sticky Boxes for safe work 

space. 

3. Determine how many cancer packages you will need for removal.. 

4. Using your hands coated with Ultra Haz Mat and ULL 

5. Contract the cancer locations into small packages.  

6. Remove each package of cancer like you would remove encapsulated astral- 

contract the inner Sticky Box around the encapsulated package of cancer and lift 

it out calling on Archangel Michael to take it from you.  

7. Remove each encapsulation and replacing outer sticky box as needed. 

8. When you think you are finished check to see if the Cancer Value is  at 100%. 

9. Replenish with ULL. Packing the energy into the locations where the cancer 

packages were.  

10. Bring in other Replenishing Energies like Rejuvenate, Restoration of Hope, and  

Sanctuary. 

11. Harmonizing the Layers, Harmonizing the Template and Harmonizing the BOL 

12. IBWSIB 
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Root Cause- Karma-  

Look at all Karmic issues as they arise in sessions 

Fouling the Nest- 

(Note subjection to pollutants- Monsanto War- glycosaphyte etc…) 

There are basicallly two questions to address to understand Fouling the Nest.  

1.At what time did the cancer begin? To determine this: time travel back into 

early childhood to find a date of onset.  

2.Determine how long the cancer  has been carried in the genetic code? 

Resolving the Genetic Memory- look for exposures of ancestral exposure- this can 

affect descendants. Track back through generations traveling backward on the channel. 

 

1. Source the beginning of the issue by time traveling and seeking out the 

start of the cancer epigenetically and in  the history of this life time 

2. Now you must protect the child-   

i. time travel back to the original exposure 

ii. Look for trauma the kid experienced- physical- emotional- 

psychological – related to their cancer development—  

3. Build a new Photon body- light body- bring Source Light into every 

single cell of the body at the age when poisoning begins— 

4. Describe and determine the root trauma 

i. Determine the time of the real world trauma 

ii. They may not remember it- but that doesn’t matter 

5. Determine the trapped emotions in the cancer-  

i. Number of them and name them 

ii. Remove them from the Light Body-  

1. Track them as they are removed?  

2. List them they may have already put them out there- shock, 

shame, embarrassment, surprise--- 
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6. Now remove all emotions from the HEMF of all the cells-  

i. Identify the HEMF of the photon— 

ii. Build a debris box 

iii. Capture them with a web or a sieve or net— 

iv. Remove them as you capture them by putting them in the debris 

box  

v. Note relaxation and release 

7. Remove all emotions and rebuild-  

8. Bring in Source Light to build up the photons even more 

9. Bring in – White Light of Cleansing-  follow with white light of purity 

10. Cleanse once more  

i. Use the web/sieve  

ii. Remove all debris and place it in the debris box 

11. Bring in Sanctuary 

12. Bring in Blue Light of Healing 

13. Bring in the Restoration of Hope 

14. Put them in a triple Sticky Box 

15. Release the genetic imprint and memory 

i. Bring in Surrender  

ii. Let go of the conscious awareness of the genetic 

imprint/memory – 

iii.  It will off-gas into the sticky box-  

iv. Monitor the release 

v. Remove the sticky box when done 

NOTE: Depending on how advanced the cancer is you may have to repeat 

the off gassing release- up to 5 or 6 times- do this all on different days-  

16. Non-acute care removals with cancer already treated and remitting- 

repeat the entire piece each time---  

17. Bring in Harmonizing the Layers 
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18. Bring in Harmonizing the HEMF 

19. Bring in Harmonizing the Template 

20. IBWSIB- use ancestral stabilization 
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